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Abstract

Enterprise architecture models support decision-making as they help organizations to understand, communicate and analyse how business processes are performed, the goals they achieve, the information they use, as well as the applications that realize the business, and the supporting technological infrastructure. The integrated analysis of these models is not straightforward because it cross-cuts different domains that are described using heterogeneous concepts. This paper explores the application of ontologies to analyse enterprise architecture models. Ontologies represent knowledge that can be analysed using computational inference. The contributions of this paper are (1) the specification of multiple enterprise architecture models as ontological schemas, (2) the integration of ontological schemas, and (3) the analysis of the integrated models. The solution artefact consists of a federated model specified as a set of ontological schemas described in OWL-DL that integrates multiple enterprise models and assists their analysis using computational inference. The paper demonstrates the application of the federated model to the ArchiMate language as a means to assess the compliance of business requirements in a civil engineering scenario.

Keywords: enterprise architecture, ontology, model analysis, model integration.

1 Introduction

Enterprise architecture model analysis focusses on the application of techniques that examine the model’s artefacts, their properties and dependencies, and generate information that can be used to assess, transform or redesign the organizational systems(Bucher et al., 2006; Johnson, Lagerstrom, et al., 2007). Model analysis can be seen as the “application of property assessment to enterprise architecture models” (Johnson, Lagerstrom, et al., 2007), with the goal of observing a system’s functional and non-functional qualities (Bertolino et al., 2013).

* This work was partially funded by FCT, Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia through projects UID/CEC/50021/2013 and DataStorm EXCL/EEI- ESS/0257/2012.
Model analysis requires that models contain the necessary information that drives the overall analysis process (Narman et al., 2007). One approach to model analysis is defining a single and unified meta-model that grounds the instantiation and design of models and views (Fischer et al., 2007). These “holistic” meta-models often focus on aligning multiple concepts and constrain the design and analysis of the architectural description to the structure and semantics of the meta-model. Designing a unified meta-model raises problems due to its broad scope and lack of specificity, and also to the problems related to extending the meta-model to address additional concepts while keeping it consistent. Some authors argue that this approach is not adequate to capture the diversity of domain-specific aspects since its high-level of abstraction often lacks the expressiveness to meet all design requirements (Buckl, Buschle, et al., 2011; Saat et al., 2010; Sousa et al., 2006). Other techniques rely on designing and adding a set of properties to the model’s artefacts as a means to analyse the models (Bucher et al., 2006; Buckl et al., 2009; Hamalainen, 2008; Niemann, 2005). Instead of using a single meta-model, a system can also be conceptualized by a set of meta-models to address the specificity of its domains (Fischer et al., 2007; Zivkovic et al., 2007) and the concerns of its stakeholders (Kurpjuweit et al., 2007). Domain-specificity is also acknowledged by the application of situational modelling to enterprise architecture management and design, that facilitate the selection of a suitable approach according to the constraints of the organizational context and the goals of architecture project (Buckl et al., 2010; Buckl, Schweda, et al., 2010; Caetano, Pereira, et al., 2011; Caetano, Silva, et al., 2009; Saat et al., 2010).

An ontology is a “formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation” (Studer et al., 1998). Ontologies enable representing the aspects of a conceptual model, such as its conceptual schema and information base (Olivé, 2007). Inference can be used to derive logical conclusions from the ontological facts and support model analysis. Ontologies also provide the mechanisms to integrate different models or schemas through the definition of rules that relate the concepts at structural or semantic level.

This project followed the Design Science Research method (Peffers et al., 2008). The DSR method involves six steps: (i) problem identification; (ii) definition of the solution objectives; (iii) design and development of the solution artefact; (iv) demonstration; (v) evaluation; and (vi) communication.

Step (i) identified schema integration and logical inference as factors that may contribute to enterprise architecture model analysis. The main contribution of this paper is therefore exploring how ontologies can support enterprise architecture model analysis and not comparing ontologies with other techniques that can be used to the same end. Thus, this paper examines the following hypothesis:

H1. Ontologies support the computational representation of enterprise architecture schemas.

H2. Ontologies support enterprise architecture schema integration.

H3. Logical inference enables the computational analysis of enterprise architecture schemas according to the semantic and syntactic rules represented in the ontologies.

Step (ii) involved defining the requirements of a solution artefact according to the hypothesis. Step (iii) is the design of the solution artefact. Steps (iv) and (v) demonstrate and evaluate the solution artefact through a case study that assesses the compliance of an architectural description against a set of requirements. This paper is a direct outcome of step (vi).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview on enterprise architecture model analysis and ontologies. Section 3 describes the solution artefact for the analysis of federated enterprise architecture models. Section 4 demonstrates the application of the solution artefact and section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Fundamental concepts

This section reviews the main concepts and definitions related to enterprise architecture model analysis (section 2.1) and ontologies (section 2.2).
2.1 Enterprise architecture model analysis

According to Hamalainen (2008), enterprise architecture model analysis assists the continuous enterprise architecture program by providing information to support the planning, improvement, and management processes. It also supports the governance, optimization, re-engineering and decision-making processes of an organization (Caetano, Assis, et al., 2012; Hamalainen, 2008; Johnson and Ekstedt, 2007; Lankhorst, 2005). Niemann (2005) classifies model analysis according to the following categories: dependency analysis relates enterprise architecture artefacts to derive direct and indirect dependencies between the artefacts; coverage analysis detects redundancies and gaps between artefacts belonging to two or more EA layers; interface analysis assesses how the interfaces of artefacts relate usually with the goal of determining the degree of coupling and cohesion; heterogeneity analysis identifies elements that need re-factoring as means to homogenize the overall architecture description; complexity analysis measures the complexity of the model usually using variants of Kolmogorov complexity or algorithmic information metrics to determine the computability resources needed to specify the model (Burgin, 2009); compliance analysis determines if the artefacts or the overall architecture description meet policies, rules and requirements; cost analysis calculates the costs of an artefact (e.g. creation, maintenance) or costs pertaining to the architecture description; and benefit analysis determines the contribution of an artefact to the overall goals of the organization as described in architecture.

One avenue to realize these analytical techniques is to enrich the enterprise architecture artefacts to prepare the models for analysis. Other avenue is using the model’s structural and semantic properties as specified in its meta-model, or as implicitly inferred from its objects. Johnson, Ekstedt, et al. (2004) propose adding non-functional attributes to enterprise architecture models through architecture theory diagrams (ATD). These diagrams interrelate attributes through composition, correlation, and casual relationships. The ATD is then populated with measures that support the calculation of the model’s non-functional attributes. Extended influence diagrams (EID) (Johnson, Lagerstrom, et al., 2007) and probabilistic relational models (PRM) (Lagerstrom et al., 2010) are other analysis techniques. EID are used to model goals and decision alternatives, thus providing support for decision making. EID use probabilistic inference to support the representation of uncertainty when computing the values of attributes. PRM extend entity relationship models, and support model analysis under uncertainty. Davoudi et al. (2012) propose using the analytical hierarchical process (AHP) to prioritize and select architectural scenarios according to the non-functional requirements under analysis. Franke et al. (2009) use fault tree analysis (FTA), an extended Bayesian network to analyse dependencies related to reliability and reusability qualities. Caetano, Assis, et al. (2012) use model mapping and transformation to analyse the compliance of process models against a set of actor coordination patterns. Boer et al. (2005) use a XML schema to encode an enterprise architecture meta-model that specifies the structure and dynamics of enterprise architecture models. This approach analyses the structure of a model in terms of its cardinality, class specialization, and concept relationships. The dynamic analysis uses scenarios that encode state-based actions with XML and RML rules to simulate the behaviour of the architecture.

2.2 Ontologies

The term ontology originates from the Greek language and it compounds ontos (being) with logos (word). From a philosophical perspective, ontology is a “systematic explanation of existence” (Gomez-Perez et al., 1999). In computer science, an ontology is defined as a “formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation” (Studer et al., 1998), being Studer’s definition, which is based on Gruber’s Gruber (1993) and Borst’s Borst (1997), likely the most commonly used. According to Guarino et al. (2009) and Genesereth et al. (1987), conceptualisation refers to an “abstract, simplified view of the world”, containing “the objects, concepts, and other entities that are assumed to exist in some area of interest and the relationships that hold among them”. Studer et al. (1998) relate explicit to the definition of the “type of concepts used, and the constraints on their use” while formal to the fact that the conceptualisation “should
be machine readable” Finally, shared means that the ontology “captures consensual knowledge”.

Description logics (DL) are “a family of logic-based knowledge representation languages suitable for the representation of ontologies”, which can be seen as “a decidable fragment of first-order logic” (Vaculin, 2009). DL describe domains in terms of concepts, roles, and individuals. Roles and concepts are related using logical statements named axioms. Axioms can be of two kinds: terminological and assertional. Terminological axioms describe concepts and properties of the concepts, while assertional axioms are statements about the individuals belonging to the concepts that are compatible with the terminological axioms. In DL, a T-Box is any finite set of terminological axioms and an A-Box is a finite set of assertional axioms. Together, the set of all T-Box and A-Box statements define the knowledge base.

Different varieties of DL exist with differing degrees of expressiveness. The base DL is the Attributive Language with Complements (ALC), which allows expressing concepts along with a set of concept relationships: union, intersection, complement, universal restriction, and existential restriction. The expressiveness of ALC can be augmented with relationships such as transitive and inverse roles, role hierarchy, cardinality restrictions, qualified cardinality restrictions, concrete domains, and enumerated classes (Lemaignan, 2012).

DL supports five different types of reasoning (Areces, 2000): subsumption, instance checking, relation checking, concept consistency, and knowledge base consistency. Subsumption organizes concepts in a hierarchy and finds the most specific super-class for each class. Instance checking verifies if a given individual is an instance of a concept. Relation checking verifies if and how two individuals relate to each other. Concept consistency verifies if there are no contradictions between the definitions or the chain of definitions of a concept. Finally, knowledge base consistency determines whether the information contained in the knowledge base contains any contradictions.

3 Application of ontologies to the analysis of architecture models

The hypothesis behind this project aim to test the application of ontologies as a means to support the computational analysis of heterogeneous enterprise architecture models. This goal raises the following requirements that need to be met by a solution artefact:

R1. The solution must represent the conceptual schemas and information bases that model the enterprise architecture domains using ontologies formalized with ALC description logics.
R2. The solution must provide means to integrate the conceptual schemas.
R3. The solution must support model analysis using computational inference.

The next three sections describe the realization of each of the solution requirements, namely how schemas are represented (section 3.1), how schemas are integrated (section 3.2) and, how reasoning is used to analyse the integrated schemas (section 3.3).

3.1 Schema representation

Requirement R1 states that an enterprise architecture model is specified using a conceptual schema that defines the entity and relationship types of the domain, and that the instances of entities and relationships of the domain are classified according to the types defined in the conceptual schema (Olivé, 2007). Ontologies, in particular those formalized using ALC description logics, are suitable to specify the conceptual schemas and the information base (Breitman et al., 2007). Using schemas to support the definition of viewpoints and the generation of views accordingly to the viewpoints is also a desirable requirement. Views and viewpoints facilitate the separation of concerns by isolating certain aspects of the architecture according to the requirements of its stakeholders (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011). Ontologies enable to apply computational inference to transform and analyse the conceptual schemas. As a result, a viewpoint can be defined as a set of ontological axioms that are used to infer a view from the schema. For instance, ontological axioms can define a viewpoint that filters the model’s schema according to a single entity type, such as “select all entities of type business process”), or to generate more complex viewpoints such
as “select all entities of type business process that relate to at least two entities of type business object through the use relationship”.

3.2 Schema integration

Requirement $R2$ derives from the observation that enterprise architecture models often cross-cut multiple domains. Using a unified meta-model that encompasses the concepts included in the multiple domains is an option to address this issue. The main advantage is that the meta-model can be designed with consistency in mind, but at the expense of using a high level of abstraction. However, the level of abstraction may not suit the goals of the analysis or the meta-model may not even contain the domain-specific types required for a modelling task. This limitation can be addressed through the federated or integrated usage of multiple models or domain-specific languages (Bjeković et al., 2013; Fischer et al., 2007; Zivkovic et al., 2007). Ontologies have been used to promote the interoperability between different domains, often through the diagnosis and integration of schemas and the identification of matches and mismatches between classes and individuals of different ontologies (Pinto et al., 1999; Uschold et al., 1996). Thus, requirement $R2$ uses model integration as a mean to address the domain-specificity of enterprise architecture models. However, the integration of models should be done in such a way that existing schemas are not modified, meaning that introducing domain-specific aspects to the model must not interfere with concepts already defined.

To do so, we propose using a federated model landscape to facilitate the integration of the different domains of the architecture. The federated landscape contains two core elements: the upper ontology (UO) and the domain-specific ontology (DSO). The UO is a schema or meta-model that represents a set of core entity and relationship types. The UO is domain-independent in the context of enterprise architecture, i.e., it does not address domain-dependent concerns. The UO should also be defined in such a way that its types are consistent and non-redundant. A DSO is a domain-specific language that addresses a particular set of well-defined and bounded concerns. A DSO should only contain the minimum set of entity and relationship types that are required to satisfy the needs of the stakeholders behind its concerns. Thus, the UO and the set of DSO should be designed in such a way that their underlying concerns are clearly separated (Tarr et al., 1999).

Each DSO can be integrated with the UO, thereby creating a federated landscape of models. The relationships between a DSO and the UO derive from the analysis requirements, meaning that these UO-DSO relationships must be traceable to the concerns of the stakeholders. In terms of solution, this implies integrating the upper ontology with each domain-specific ontology using an integration map. An integration map is itself a conceptual schema that specifies the structure and semantics behind the relationships between the UO and a DSO. The map may consist of a set of 1:1 relationships between the UO types and the DSO types. However, a relationship may also be defined by a set of axioms or inference results. In either case, the map will likely not lead to isomorphic relationships between all UO and DSO types because a DSO is designed as domain-specific specialization or extension of a part of the UO. Semantic mismatches between the UO and a DSO may arise due to differences in coverage, granularity and perspective between the schemas, and may lead to construct incompleteness, redundancy, excess or overload (Wand et al., 1993). Depending on the goal of the project, these modelling deficiencies can be assessed and addressed using specific techniques (Breitman et al., 2007; Fettke et al., 2003). Nevertheless, the federated model that is presented in this paper is independent of the method that is used to deal with the modelling deficiencies identified during UO-DSO mapping.

Figure 1 depicts a rich diagram with the mapping relationships between the UO and a set of DSO. A map between each (UO, DSO) pair contains all structural and semantic relationships between the UO and DSO schemas. It may directly relate each DSO type to a UO type using subclassing or type equivalence. A type may also be mapped according to specific properties of a class or individual or as the result of inference.
3.3 Model analysis

Requirement R3 takes advantage of computational inference to perform automated model analysis. There are three categories of analysis regarding the number and type of schemas that are used, namely:

- **Intra-schema inference** analyses types within a single schema. If the types of the schema are layered, then inference may target a single layer (intra-layer reasoning) or several layers (inter-layer reasoning). This type of inference can be specialized as **intra-UO inference** when the types are contained in the upper ontology, or to **intra-DSO inference** when the types are contained in a single DSO.

- **Inter-schema inference** analyses types from a pair of schemas (S1, S2). This inference becomes **UO-DSO inference** when the analyses use types from the DSO and the UO schemas and requires a (UO, DSO) integration map. It is **DSO-DSO inference** when the schemas are a pair of DSO.

- **Chained inference** combines multiple applications of intra- and inter-schema inference to analyse a federation of schemas.

Description logics uses inference to provide five different types of reasoning (Areces, 2000): subsumption, instance checking, relation checking, concept consistency, and knowledge base consistency (cf. section 2.2). These can be used to analyse the entity and relationships types specified in the conceptual schema as well as the individual instances of these types. Table 1 shows the relationship between the different types of reasoning and the seven categories of model analysis proposed by Niemann (2005) and summarized in section 2. Full coverage indicates that the reasoning technique directly supports the model analysis type, while partially coverage means that the reasoning technique can contribute to model analysis but will require a combination with other techniques.

**Subsumption** and **instance checking** support the analysis of the **heterogeneity** of a model, as it involves classifying types and its individuals in order to refactor the model. **Relation checking** supports several types of model analysis since it determines how entity types relate to each other through a chain of relationship types. Thus it supports **dependency analysis** as it involves checking whether two elements are related with each other and determining the nature of the relationship. It also supports analysing the **coverage** of a model, i.e. how the model’s artefacts intersect the architecture layers. It also plays a role in **interface analysis** since it enables assessing the degrees of cohesion and coupling of an artefact. Finally, relation checking partially aids the computation of metrics required for **complexity analysis** and **cost/benefit analysis**. **Concept consistency** and **knowledge base consistency** can aid **compliance assessment**.
Concept consistency can be used to verify the existence of contradictions between the definitions of a type. This can be used to determine whether rules or requirements are being met. Knowledge base consistency checking can be used to verify whether the definition of an individual entity or relationship complies with the definition of the corresponding type, i.e. whether a model is valid against the specification of a meta-model.

Nevertheless, reasoning is not able to fully support all categories of model analysis, as evidenced in Table 1. In particular, the application of reasoning to dependency analysis is limited to the relationships between different types since it is not possible to analyse relationships between type properties. Reasoning is also not a good candidate to perform the computation of metrics required for complexity analysis and cost/benefit analysis. Thus, description logics based reasoning requires to be complemented with other analytical techniques. Moreover, the suitability of using reasoning also needs to be studied in terms of performance and scalability, especially when analysing large enterprise architecture models with a dense graph of relationships between the entities.

4 Demonstration

This section describes the application of the federated model described in the previous section to a specific scenario. The application includes the instantiation of the UO, the instantiation of one DSO, the integration of the DSO with the UO, and examples of intra- and inter-schema inference to analyse the integrated models.

The scenario concerns part of a long-running business process that monitors the structural behaviour of large concrete dams during their lifestyle. These dams are part of larger systems that often include hydroelectric power plants and the reservoirs. The results of this monitoring process are used to assess the structural state, which are then used to plan measures that aim to ensure the structural integrity of the dam and thereby minimizing the overall risk of accident. The safety assessment process is a responsibility of each dam owner, supported by the National Laboratory of Civil Engineering and must legally comply with a number of directives and requirements. Each dam is monitored using a vast array of different types of sensors that measure different types of physical and chemical phenomena along time. Some of these sensors are deeply embedded in the foundations and structure of the dam during the construction phase, others are installed after construction, while other sensors may be used temporarily to observe a particular feature of the dam.

This organization is legally required to maintain an information system to manage the information produced by the monitoring process. One of the activities of the monitoring process is data acquisition. Its main purpose is to acquire the raw data generated by sensors. The activity then performs an initial validation of the data, and communicates it to the information system that manages the monitoring data. As a best practice, this organisation has modelled these processes, along with its supporting applications and technological infra-structure. For that purpose, it has produced an enterprise architecture representation using the ArchiMate modelling language (The Open Group, 2012). Figure 2 shows an ArchiMate model that relates to the monitoring process. This technological infrastructure view describes the deployment of an application server at infrastructure level. This application server is where the monitoring management information system is deployed. It interfaces with a database server that stores the monitoring data, and with the producer node that captures the monitoring data using sensors, which function automatically or manually. The system is managed via a web interface.

In order to analyse this model, we first specified the ArchiMate meta-model, represented in Figure 3, as an upper ontology. For the next step we used an automated translation script to convert the XML representation of the ArchiMate model into an ontological schema in the OWL-DL language. The XML representation of the model was obtained through the Archi modelling tool. As a result, we generated an ontology in OWL-DL populated with individuals for each entity and relationships of the ArchiMate model that was classified according to the types of the ArchiMate meta-model.

However, the ArchiMate language is designed to consistently conceptualize the core entity and
relationship types that relate the business, application and technological domains but at a high level of detail. As such, the concepts pertaining to the specific sensor domain are not to be found on such a language. Thus, we designed a domain-specific ontology to extend the expressiveness of the ArchiMate language to the sensor domain without modifying the underlying upper ontology. Sensors measure values that can be processed and used in the predictive analysis of structural behaviour. A sensor measures physical values and make use of specific calibrations and algorithms to generate the observation data. For this reason there are several types of specialized sensors. To capture this domain we designed a sensor DSO according to the requirements of the organization. The UML class diagram in Figure 4 shows the conceptual model of the sensor domain.

Table 2 shows the mapping of the entity types of the sensor DSO to the upper ontology types. The map is an OWL-DL ontology that relates the DSO types with the UO types using the subClassOf construct. The subclass relations provide the necessary conditions for determining whether class membership. This means that if the class description C1 is defined as a subclass of class description C2, then the set of individuals in the class extension of C1 should be a subset of the set of individuals in the class extension of C2 (W3C, 2012). Besides the mappings at the class level, additional mappings need to be created at the instance level. In this case, the Sensor instances defined in the respective DSO need to be mapped to their counterpart in the UO. Given that the UO is representing both automatic (i.e., sensors that provide an infrastructure service) and manual sensors, the integration at the instance level is required for adding this information to the one present in the DSO. The built in owl property owl:sameAs can be used for performing this mapping.

One of the analysis questions asked by the scenario stakeholders was the following: “can the existing monitoring system be used to acquire monitoring data from bridges?” To understand the requirements behind this question we decomposed its goals until we could assess whether the underlying requirements could be analysed using the existing models. Figure 5 shows a partial goal decomposition diagram modelled with the i* language (Yu, 1997). The goal model is limited to the requirements related to the extensometer sensor for the sake of simplicity. The structural safety of a bridge requires three models:
a structural model, a theoretical model, and a statistical model. The elaboration of the structural model requires up-to-date data acquired from the monitoring equipment installed in the structure. As it was already described above, monitoring a dam requires the acquisition, validation, storage and processing of the sensor data. The stakeholders’ question refers only to the aspect of data acquisition. For example, the monitoring of a bridge requires a high frequency of data acquisition, which therefore needs to be fully automated (requirement DA1). Moreover, the acquisition process needs to fulfil three additional soft-goals: (DA2) the sensor must have a sampling rate between 500 Hz and 1 kHz, (DA3) it must measure extensions in the range of -20 cm to +20 cm (note that the structure of a bridge needs to be more elastic than that of a dam and thus requires a larger interval of measurement), and (DA4) the measuring precision needs to be at most 0.1 mm. Requirements DA1-4 were formalized in OWL-DL using the four axioms described next. The first axiom can be used to verify the automation requirement DA1, through performing a simple DL
query for obtaining this information, as it cannot be defined as a constraint on the model, due to OWL's open world assumption (i.e., manual sensors would have to be modelled explicitly as not providing an infrastructure service, which would involve changing the ArchiMate axioms). Regarding the soft-goals identified in the goal decomposition diagram, the constraints are specified as the next three ontological axioms and translate the requirements DA2-4.

- **DA1:** coupledInterfaces = Sensor (and realizes some InfrastructureService).
- **DA2:** measurementPrecision = Requirement and realizedBy only (Sensor and measurementPrecisionInMm only float[<= 0.1])
- **DA3:** measurementField = Requirement and realizedBy only (Sensor and maxMeasurementFieldInCm only float[>= 20]) and realizedBy only (Sensor and minMeasurementFieldInCm only float[<= -20])
- **DA4:** samplingRate = Requirement and realizedBy only (Sensor and maxInputFrequencyInHz only float[<= 1000] and float[>= 500])

Figure 6 shows a partial result of this analysis, in which the reasoner detected three inconsistencies in the ontology. The two first inconsistencies (explanation 1 and 2) arise because Extensometer1-01 does not comply with the measurement requirement DA3 as it performs measurements within the range [-5 cm, 5 cm]. The fourth inconsistency (explanation 3) states that Extensometer1-01 has a sampling rate of 10 Hz, outside the sampling rate interval specified in DA2.

This section explained the application of the federated model to the integrated analysis of a technological infrastructure view along with a domain-specific language. The technological infrastructure view was expressed with the ArchiMate language as part of an enterprise architecture representation that models a sensor monitoring process in a national laboratory to assess the structural integrity of dams. The original ArchiMate models were extended with a domain-specific language that describes the sensor domain with the detail that is required to model the monitoring process. The demonstration portrays (1) the use of the ArchiMate language as an upper ontology, (2) the specification of the sensor domain with a domain-specific ontology, (3) the integration of these two schemas using a map between the types of the UO and the DSO, (4) the application of inter- and intra-schema inference to analyse the entities and relationships of the UO, the DSO, and of the integrated UO and DSO, and finally (5) the application of...
inference to assess the compliance of the model against a set of goals and requirements.

5 Conclusions

Enterprise architecture models often cross-cut different and heterogeneous domains, such as goals, requirements, business processes, indicators, people, systems, services, and technology. These domains are observed from different viewpoints that produce the views that the stakeholders use to communicate, understand and analyse the system. One approach to analyse these multiple domain is using a single enterprise architecture schema or meta-model that conceptualizes all domains in a unified way. This approach enables the meta-model to be consistently and economically designed but at the expense of domain-specificity since the concepts are specified at a high-level of abstraction. As a result, a unified meta-model can be used to support model analysis from a high-level of abstraction which is essential to assess model consistency and the overall alignment between the concepts. However, this approach has limitations when it comes to dealing with the specific domains, either in terms of their analysis or the specification of viewpoints. In this setting, this paper explores how to use a federated set of models that is able to address domain specific concerns. The goal is therefore to be able to analyse the resulting integrated model landscape. In particular, this paper explores how to use ontologies to specify the enterprise architecture model landscape, with the goal of supporting model analysis.

The solution artefact is a federated set of ontological schemas that represent the domain-independent and domain-specific meta-models (the conceptual schemas), and the instances of those meta-models (the information bases). The upper ontology (UO) specifies the domain-independent meta-model through a core set of entities and relationship types. Each domain-dependent meta-model is represented as a domain-specific ontology (DSO) that specifies its types. The DSO types are independent of the UO types. The model landscape is generated by integrating the schemas (i.e., integrating a DSO with the UO or integrating several DSO). Each integration between a pair of schemas is itself an ontological schema that specifies how the entity and relationship types relate using ontological axioms. The way the schema types are mapped depends on the requirements of the analysis. This means the mapping is situational, in the
sense that there is no universal mapping between a pair of schemas. Accordingly, each schema integration map results from a specific set of concerns defined by the system’s stakeholders.

The federate set of ontological schemas was formalized with ALC description logics using the OWL-DL language. This approach enables using reasoners to perform logical inference to analyse the models. The analysis may target a single domain (i.e. the UO or one of the DSO), or a combination of several domains. Different types of analysis are also possible, although inference primarily assist analysing how the concepts relate and how the concepts are classified. This can be used to assess the compliance of a model against a meta-model or against a set of rules or constraints. As such, logics-based inference is not a good candidate to support quantitative model analysis.

The solution artefact was used to determine whether the current technological infrastructure that supports a data monitoring process could also be used to support other monitoring process that needs to fulfil a set of specific requirements. The demonstration involved specifying an upper ontology, a domain-specific ontology, their integration, the specification of the compliance requirements, and, finally, the analysis of the integrated models.

The main contribution of this paper is showing the benefits and limitations of using ontology-based techniques to analyse multiple enterprise architecture models. In particular, this paper shows how to specify and integrate multiple models, and how to use computational inference to support model analysis. Although the application of OWL-DL ontologies and inference to the specification and analysis of enterprise architecture models is neither a complete nor a sufficient solution, it can however bring value to the enterprise architecture community of practice as it does contribute to support the federated specification of diverse enterprise architecture domains along with their situational analysis.

Our current work focuses on the application of this approach to the integration of specific enterprise architecture domains, namely value, business requirements, business services, and business processes. The goal is to identify and separate the concerns pertaining to each domain, refactor the domains, and then federate the refactored models using ontological schemas. For this purpose, related approaches on ontology modularisation and integration are being considered. The primary goal is enabling the specification of viewpoints and assessing compliance against requirements. Other research avenue relates to evaluate how ontologies compare with other techniques in order to design a situated method that selects and combines the most suitable techniques depending on the analysis concerns. Finally, ontologies must also be evaluated in terms of performance and scalability when applied to large-scale or densely connected enterprise models.
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